ONE-TIME PRINTED 1/4 PAGE USE (NO ONLINE PUBLISHING)!

!

The right to reproduce the purchased image on up to 100,000 copies of a single 1/4 page
printed ad campaign.!

!

The owner ("Owner") of the copyrighted photograph being purchased (the "Work") hereby
grants you the non-exclusive, non-assignable, and non sub-licensable right to incorporate the
Work in up to one hundred thousand (100,000) copies of a single 1/4 (one quarter) page printed
advertising campaign.!

!

You are prohibited from using the Work for any other purpose other than creating printed copies,
including: using the Work online; creating electronic copies of the Work; or using the Work as
part of a trademark, service mark, or logo.!

!

Gun Stock Photos and it's artists, designers, and photographers are supporters of the 2nd
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America, as well as supporters of the
entire Bill of Rights. The work provided and any derivative work may not be used in any manner
that is intended to demean, defame, deride, discredit, diminish, or any anti-2nd Amendment
work.!

!

Any work that depicts a person or persons may be used only for editorial purposes and may not
be represented to endorse or represent any brand or product, unless a specific model release is
made available by Gun Stock Photos under separate agreement and licensing.!

!

Images containing models may not be used to depict suicide, mental or physical health issues,
substance abuse, criminal behavior, sexual activity or preference.!

!

Owner retains all other rights in the Work and any derivative work, including without limitation,
the right to use, copy, sell, license, and distribute the Work in all markets and territories.!

!

In consideration for the grant of this non-exclusive license, you agree to pay Owner the amount
specified, due and payable immediately prior to your downloading a digital copy of the Work.!

!

This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws designated by
Owner, now or in the future.

